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1. In 1955 E. Bazilevic [1] introduced a class of functions/(z) in |z|<l and

defined by the following relation :

(i)   f(z)={t^ j* («(o-cc/)^-^1-^-^©"«1-^ ¿¿y*«»»,

where h(z) = 1 + 2™= i cnzn satisfies Re«(z)>0 in |z|<l, g(z) is starlike (w.r.t.

origin) in |z| < 1, a is any real number and ß>0(2). He was able to show that each

such function is univalent in |z| < 1. Pommerenke [10] has also given a proof of

this.

Little is known about the class of functions defined by (1) and indeed little is

known about the subclass of those functions for which a = 0. If we put a=0 in (1)

then we have

A*)-{0í["a(OC-W*}1"'

and on differentiating this expression we obtain

(2) zf'(z)=f(zy-eg(zYh(z),

where

(3) Re -, l(y, ,8 > 0       (|z| < 1).' f(zy-eg(z)ß Vl '     ;

We shall call a function satisfying (3) a Bazilevic function of type ß. We notice

that if ß = 1 we have the class of close-to-convex functions, and in this case (3) has

a geometrical interpretation [6]. It is not clear whether any geometrical meaning

can be deduced from (3) for any other value of ß.

The Bieberbach conjecture is still unsettled for Bazilevic functions, the only

contribution so far being made by J. Zamorski [12] who showed that the conjecture

is valid when ß= l/N, N being a positive integer.

In this paper we shall be concerned mainly with problems of bounded Bazilevic

functions, to which we now turn.

2. Let f(z) = z+a2z2-\-be univalent and bounded in |z| < 1. If further/(z)

is close-to-convex in |z| < 1 then, as was shown by Clunie and Pommerenke [3], the
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coefficients of/(z) satisfy a„=0(l/«) and this is best possible. In this section we

shall extend the method of Clunie and Pommerenke and prove an = 0(l/ri) remains

valid for the class of Bazilevic functions of type ß.

Theorem 1. Let f(z) = z + 2JT= 2 anzn be a Bazilevic function of type ß and let

|/(z)|<l in |z|<l. Then \an\SK(ß)/n,(n = 2,3>,...), where K(ß) is a constant

depending only upon ß.

Proof. In (2) we write, with z=rew

(4) zf'(z) = 2f(zf - »g(zy> Re h(z) -f(zf " "gizfW)-

Then since

(4) gives

» = i rfW-'gW Re h(z)e~™ d9
trr  Jo

-¿-„ j2J ñzf-^zyme-™ de.

Therefore we write

(•2ji

n\an\S¿jo   \f(z)1-°g(zy\Reh(z)d9 + ^-Fn  ^  f(z)1^g(zyh(z)e-^ a

= h(r) + h(r).

By hypothesis |/(z)|1_í < 1 ifO</Sí£ 1. Also it follows from a 'distortion theorem'

for univalent functions [5, p. 3] that \f(z)\ 1-ß S^/rf-1 if j8_l. Thus

Ix(r)S^ r|g(z)|^Re«(z)^
™     Jo

where Kx(ß) = max {1, (4/r)ß ~1}, r fixed, 0 < r < 1.

Since Re h(z)>0 in |z| < 1 we obtain

AOO-^Re r\g(z)\*h(z)d9
~r Jo

= M Re Ç" Zf'(z)f(zy-^v (-iß argg(z))
nr Jo

d9

on using (2). On integrating this expression by parts we deduce that

(5)        h(r) S ^ Re Pf(z) exp ( - iß arg g(z)) de{arg g(z)} S ^^>
~r Jo '

since J0a» í/fl{argí(z)}=277 and \f(z)\ < 1.
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On taking complex conjugates we obtain

h(r) = ¿i I Jo f(^-ßg(zyh(z)e^ dB

= ¿i I fJWy-'zf'izyfizY-1 exp (-2iß argg(z))e™ d6

from (2). Hence

1    I C2"
h(r) = 2^   J0   Z/'(Z) eXp {2i{ß-1} arg/(z)) CXP (~2iß argg(z))eÍ

355

(6)

Define

(7)

1     I f2jI
= ¿^n | Jo   zn + 1f'(z) exp (2ÍÍJS-1) arg/(z)) exp (-2iß argg(z))

ne de

de

fn(z) = j'modt.

Then integrating (6) by parts we have

2-nr2n

-nr'

+
ß

■nr'

r2n

h(r) = ôZ^-n  Jo f*(z) de{txp (2i(ß-1) arg/(z)) exp (-2iß argg(z))}

¡•2k

fn(z)exp(2i(ß-1) arg/(z))exp (-2iß argg(z)) Rezf'(z)/f(z) de
Jo

/•2JI

/n(z)exp(2/()3- l)arg/(z))exp(-2i/3argg(z)) ¿„{arg g(z)}
Jo

= 3x(r)+32(r), say.

From (7) we have, on integrating by parts,

(8) |/n(z)| Ú 2r\

and since g(z) is starlike we deduce that

(9) 32(r) Û 4ß/r\

Now

f(r) < 10-11
7rr2n

/•2n

Jo    l/n(z)l
*/'(*)
/(*)

¿0.

Hence by the Schwarz inequality

12    f2ji

(10)

■wá^y? ri/n(^)i2^r
^  ^ Jo JO

I */'(*)
/(*)

c/0

=í 1^#2 f l/^)la ̂  £" \f'(z)\2 de,
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on using a 'distortion theorem'. In order to estimate these last two integrals we

require the following two lemmas :

Í
Lemma 1. With the above notation and with \f(z)\ < 1,

\fn(z)\2d9S^       (z = rë°).

Lemma 2. For any normalized univalent function satisfying \f(z)\ < 1,

|/'(z)|2 de s -J^h\     i2 = reie)-f r3e(l-r)

For a proof of Lemma 1 see Clunie and Pommerenke [3]. Lemma 2 is well known.

We now apply Lemmas 1 and 2 in (10) and obtain

(H) Jx(r)S -**tè=±L
Vern + 3l2V(n(l-r))

Choosing r= 1 - 1/« +1 we have from (5), (9), and (11) «|an| SK(ß), where K(ß) =

2eKx(ß) + 64^e \ß-l\ +4ße. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Note that when ß= 1, that is for close-to-convex functions, K(ß) = 6e. However

an examination of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that P(r) does not arise in this

case. This enables us to let r tend to 1 in (5) and (9) giving A(l) = 6 which is a slight

improvement of the constant A(l) = 9.3 given in [3].

3. Let C(r) denote the closed curve which is the image of the circle |z| =r< 1

under the mapping w=f(z), and let L(r) denote the length of C(r). In [11] it was

shown that if/(z) is a bounded close-to-convex function in |z| < 1, then

L(r)=0{log[l/(l-r)]}       asr^l,

and O cannot be replaced by o in general. In this section we shall extend this result

and prove the following:

Theorem 2. Let f(z) = z+^=2anzn be a Bazilevic function of type ß and let

|/(z)|<l in \z\<l. Then

L(r)=0{log[l/(l-r)]}       asr^l,

the O indicating a constant depending only upon ß.

Proof. We have, using (2),

/•2u />2ji

P(r) =        \zf'(z)\ d9 =        \f(zY->g(zYh{z)\
Jo Jo

d9

r2n

= Kx(ß)jQ   \g(z)Bh(z)\d9       (z = rei<>)
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as in the proof of Theorem 1. Thus

L(r) Í Kx(ß) |jS £ £* \g(zy-Y(z)h(z)\ de dp

(12) + [ fj Ig(zYh'(z)\ de dpj       (z = pe«)

= Kx(ß)Ui(r) + Ur)l

Since g(z) is starlike we may write

(13) zg'(z) = g(z)<f>(z),

where </>(z)= 1 + 2"= i dvf- and Re ci(z)>0 in |z| < 1. Then

rr   r2n

h(r)ußK2(ß) \f'(z)c/>(z)\ de dp,
Jo Jo

where we have used (2), (13) and a 'distortion theorem', and where K2(ß) =

max {1, (4/r)1-"}, r fixed; 0<r< 1. But the expression J"0r \T l/'OO0OOI de dp is

just/i in [11, Theorem 2], and so using this result

/1(r)^2(27r)1'2^2(^)(llog|^

Using a well-known result for functions of positive real part (see e.g. [4, p. 337])

we have
rr   r2n

h(r)=        \g(zyh'(z)\dedP
Jo Jo

rr   í*2ji

= 2 Re \g(z)Yh(z)dedp/(l-p2)
Jo Jo

rr   r2n

= 2ß Re f(zY exp ( - iß arg g(z)) de{arg g(z)} dP/(l - P2)       (z = Peie)
Jo Jo

where we have used (2) and integrated by parts. Thus, since g(z) is starlike, we

deduce I2(r)^2-nß log [(1 +r)/(l — r)]. Hence from the estimates for Ix(r) and I2(r)

we obtain from (12) L(r)^K(ß) log [1/(1 -r)], 0<r< 1. This completes the proof

of Theorem 2.

In a similar manner we can prove the following results for Bazilevic functions

of typeft 0</3¿l.

Theorem 3. Let f(z) be a Bazilevic function of type ß,0<ß^ 1, and let

M(r) = max |/(rei9)|,       0 < r < I.
|2| = r

Then

L(r) = K(ß)M(r)log[l/(l-r)].

Also ifM(r)g¡(l-r)~a we have

(a) L(r) Í K(a, ß)(l - r) ~ "for 0 < a g 2,

(b) n\an\<:K(a, ß)na for 0gag2.
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Note. Since n\an\ S(l/2Ttrn)L(r), (b) follows at once from (a) for 0<a5¡2.

The case a = 0 is covered in Theorem 1.

4. In this section we shall introduce the classes of mappings of \z\ > 1 onto

domains containing oo that are analogous to the classes of regular Bazilevic

functions of type ß.

Let f(z) = z + 2"= oV"" De regular in l<|z|<oo and g(z) = z + _"=o bnz~n be

regular and starlike in 1 < \z\ <oo. Then f(z) is called a meromorphic Bazilevic

function of type ß if there exists a function g(z) satisfying

(14) RV(zÍ'tW > °       f°r |Z| > l

where ß is any real number(3).

We define this class for all real ß as opposed to ß > 0, since the latter restriction

was imposed in the regular case to ensure that the function was univalent [1]. In the

exterior case a function f(z) defined by (14) need not be univalent, for when ß= 1

it is easy to construct such a function (see e.g. [8]).

Although our definition is for all real ß, the results we obtain are valid only for

0í£/9<; 1. We begin by proving:

Theorem 4. Let both f(z) = z + J^=oanz'n andg(z) = z + J£=0bnz-n be regular,

not equal to zero and univalent in 1 < \z\ <oo, and let (14) be satisfied for 0^/3^1.

Then with z = rew, and r > I

L(r) = r £ \f'(reie)\ d9 = o(log j-L-}       asr^l.

Remarks. 1. Although we have the stronger hypothesis that/(z) is univalent

for 1 < \z\ <co, we have weakened the hypothesis that g(z) is starlike.

2. When ß=l, this theorem is identical to [8, Satz 8].

Proof. Writing (14) in terms of a function x(z) = 1 + _"= i cnz~n of positive

real part,

P(r)=Jo   \f(z)1^g(zyx(z)\d9       (z = rets).

Since f(z) and g(z) are univalent and  different from zero,  it follows that

\f(zy-ßg(z)ß\S(r+3) [7, Vol II, p. 25] whenever O^ß^l. Thus

f2jl

L(r)S(r+3)\     |v(z)| dO
Jo

and this last integral is easily estimated to give the required result.

(3) Again all powers are meant as principal values.
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5. In [8] Pommerenke showed that for meromorphic close-to-convex functions

/(z) = z + 2"=o anz~n i.e. when ß=l in (14), the coefficients an satisfy nan = 0(l).

In [9] he produced an example to show that in general O cannot be replaced by o.

In view of Theorem 2 and the fact that the coefficient property just mentioned

holds for both meromorphic and regular bounded close-to-convex functions, it

might be thought that this would be valid for functions defined by (14). It is an

immediate consequence of Theorem 4 that nan = 0(log «). Although we are not

able to remove the logarithmic factor completely, we improve this result in the

following theorem.

Theorem 5. Letf(z) = z+Jin°=o anz~n be regular, univalent and not equal to zero

in 1 < |z| <co. Let g(z) = z + Jin°=o bnz~n be regular, not equal to zero and starlike in

1 < |z| <oo, and let (14) be satisfied for Og/3^ 1. Then

nan= Otflog«)1'2},       «2:2,

where the O indicates a constant depending only upon ß.

Proof. We employ the method of Theorem 1. Cauchy's integral formula gives for

«âl

_rn + l   r2n

nan = —=-       zf'(z)eUn + 1)e de       (z = reiB).
Ltt     J0

Using the techniques of Theorem 1, it follows that

-n + 1    />2ji-n + 1   r2ji

n\an\úr—\     \f(zy-*g(zy\Rex(z)
T      Jo

«n + 1 I   r2n _

+ -Ö-        f(z)1-ßg(zyh(z)ei^
¿T     I Jo

de

where x(z) = I + 2"= i cnz~n and Re x(z) > 0 in 1 < |z| < oo. Write this last expression

as IX(r) + I2(r).

Since \f(zy-ßg(zy\ <>r + 3 for 0^¿S¿ 1 we have

(15) Ix(r)<,(r + 3)-        Re h(z) de ^ 2(r + 3)rn + 1       (z = reiB)
T      Jo

by the mean value theorem for harmonic functions.

Taking the complex conjugate of the integrand of I2(r) we have

h(r) = C^   f *fijy-ß~g(z~yh(z)e-«n+™ de
¿T*     I Jo

-n+1 I   r2n

= -=-\\    zf'(z) exp (-2/(1 -J8)arg/(z))exp(-2//3argg(z))e-í'n+1>í'rfo
¿TT     I Jo
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on using (14)

r2(n + l) I   /-2JI

(16) = -T-        Fn(z) ¿„{exp (-27(1 -ß) arg/(z)) exp (-2iß argg(z))}
¿tt    | Jo

where

(17) *¿z)= f {-/'(£)<&       m 2.
J co

Expanding (16) we have

g __í__ I T jr (z) exp ( _ 2/(i _ ß) arg /(z)) exp ( - 2/ arg g(z)) Re %¡@ ¿0
77      I Jo g(z)

_2(n + l) I p2j[

+ :- 0-/3)       W exp ( - 2/(1 - ß) arg/(z))
77 Jo

= Jx(r)+J2(r).

x exp ( - 2/ arg g(z)) Re %Q d9
J\z)

Since g(z) is starlike in 1 < \z\ <co, Re [zg'(z)/áf(z)] > 0 in 1 < \z\ <oo, and so from

the mean value theorem for harmonic functions it follows that

Jx(r) S 2/3z-2(n + 1> max |^n(z)|.
|s|-r

But on integrating (17) by parts we find that \3Fn(z)\S2(r+'S)r~%, and hence

(18) Jx(r) S 4ß(r + 3)rn + 2.

To estimate J2(r) we apply the Schwarz inequality as follows :

\zf'(z)\(19)        J2(r) S ̂ -J^ r**+1>lj     \^n(z)\2 doY* (J
f(z)

2 \l/2

d9\    ■

The first integral in this expression can be estimated by establishing a result

similar to Lemma 1. The proof, which we omit, is similar to that employed in [3].

We state this result as

Lemma 3. If &n(z) is defined by (17) then

¿ £>.(*),* ^(J±])'¿      for m 2.

It only remains now to estimate the second integral in (19). Write/(z)= 1/P(z 1).

Then F(l) is regular and univalent in |£| < 1 and

_!__ = ____.
m    f(q '

where z=rew, £= l/z=Re'*. Thus it is enough to estimate the integral

(_(20) J \JF'(Q
I F(Q

d<p
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for regular univalent functions F(Q in |£| < 1. This integral is of great interest in the

theory of univalent functions, the correct rate of growth being unknown at present.

However an estimate for (20) which seems to be the best to date is the following:

d* = iïèRlo*îh)>    R-+l-

For a proof of (21) see e.g. [2]. Using Lemma 3 and (21) in (19) we have

(22) 32(r) g ^-¡¡r*13 (fzW l08îé^T '       « * 2.

where A is an absolute constant. Choosing r=l4-l/(«—1) for «2:2 we obtain

finally from (15), (18) and (22) that

n\an\ < Ax(logri)112,       n^2,

and this completes the proof of Theorem 5.
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